I. Introduction
Light weight thin walled beams used in modern complex structures are prone to undergo large deformations because of their high flexibility. The Eigen behaviour of such beams in nonlinear and this effect(geometric nonlinearity) has to be included in studying the nonlinear (large amplitude) free vibration and the nonlinear buckling(post buckling) behaviour with reference to the amplitude / deflection at a given point of the beam.
The uniform, slender hinged-hinged beam with axially immovable ends, which means the axial displacements are zero at the ends of the beam, is a bench mark problem, and many researchers consider this configuration of the beam to validate their new formulations/results. The Eigen solutions considered in the paper are a) The nonlinear free vibration and b) the post buckling behaviour of hinged beams. The first classical paper on the nonlinear free vibrations of hinged beams is due to Woinowsky-Krieger[1]. Since then many papers appeared in the open literature, considering the same beam with different formulations using both continuum and numerical methods [2] . These references are not an exhaustive list and one may see Ref. [3] for a better understanding of the various formulations and also to have near complete list of references on this topic.
Compared to the nonlinear free vibration problem, the literature available on the post buckling problem is limited. Some of the prominent books on this field are due to Dym [4] ,Thamson and Hunt [5] etc. considered the problem. For post buckling problem it is evident that for the beam configuration considered here does not allow the externally applied axial concentrated compressive load to penetrate the hinged ends, because of the axially immovable conditions considered at the ends, and as a result the beam does not feel the effect of the applied load at the ends.
However, one can imagine a situation that when the beam is subjected to a uniform heating above the ambient temperature, a compressive load will be generated and the study of the nonlinear buckling behaviour of the beam, which is generally called the thermal nonlinear buckling, which occurs when the beam experiences the externally applied axial compressive load at the ends, when the ends are free to move axially. It is to be noted here that the nonlinearity involved in the study of the nonlinear thermal buckling, the pioneering work on this topic can be seen in Ref. [6] .The steady state response of free and forced vibration of beams with restrained ends are explained in the Ref. [7] .It was discussed variational iteration method in the Ref [8] is complicated mathematical analysis. Similar kind of analysis also observed in Ref [9, 10] . For the beam configuration considered here the nonlinearity involved is in the strain-displacement relations(von Karman type), and is due to the axially immovable and conditions of the beam. Further, a relation between the compressive load developed in the beam because of uniform heating can be easily obtained and is given later for completeness.
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II. Nonlinear Vibrations
The stain-displacement relations of a beam undergoing large amplitudes are ( Where " x  " and " x  " are the axial strain and curvature, "u" is the axial displacement, w is the lateral displacement, "x" is the axial coordinate and suffix "x" denotes differentiation with respect to "x". The strain energy "U " of the beam of length " L " is given
The admissible function for u can be calculated from the formula. 
Where r is the radius of gyration of the beam cross-section. Derivation of the expression for   2 / L NL   , using the harmonic oscillations assumption, as given in Eq. (9) is much simpler. Stating with this expression, it is necessary to evaluate the same, when the assumption of harmonic oscillation assumption is not valid, as in the nonlinear free vibrations. For this purpose, we apply the harmonic balance method [7] , the brief details of which are given below: For the nonlinear vibrations of beams, the governing dynamic equation of equilibrium is of the form  are the constants depending on the boundary conditions of the beam, which can be evaluated from the assumed admissible functions and ( . ) denotes derivation with respect to time "t". From Equation (13) and (10), we get
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Neglecting the higher harmonics, as
Equations (15) and (14), give the rigorous expression for (9) and (16) (9) is the standard one and is reported in reference [8] .
III. Nonlinear Buckling
The derivation of the relation between L NL P P / , where NL P is the post buckling axial load and L P is the linear buckling load of the hinged beam(column), is more or less goes on the similar lines as present for nonlinear free vibrations, but for the use of the expression for the work done "W" by the induced compressive load "p" in the beam due to uniform heating, in the place of the kinetic energy term "T" in equation (8) , and the expression for "W"
Following the procedure given in the previous section and minimizing the total potential (U-W) with respect to "b", the expression for
As there is no complexity like harmonic or non harmonic oscillations assumption exists for the nonlinear buckling problem, the derivation of the expressions for 
IV. Conclusion
The improvisations used in the present study for obtaining the nonlinear free vibrations and buckling of hinged beams simplifies the solution procedure substantially and provides accurate solutions. Because of the generality of the improvisations used, these can be effectively applied to obtain simplified quick and accurate solution for the structural elements other then beams like plates and vessels. However, it may be noted that some minor modifications may be necessary for boundary conditions other than hinged ones considered in present work.
